A quasi-static three-dimensional, mathematical, three-body segment model of the canine knee.
A mathematical, three-dimensional, anatomically accurate model of the canine knee was created to determine the forces in the knee ligaments and the knee joint reaction forces during the stance phase of a slow walk. This quasi-static model considered both the tibio-femoral and patello-femoral articulations. The geometric and morphometric data of the hind limb were obtained from cadaver data. Muscle forces acting on the femur and the hip joint reaction force were determined by numerical optimization. Ligaments were modeled as non-linear-springs. Ligament material properties were obtained from the literature pertaining to the human knee. The model consists of-28 non-linear algebraic equations describing equilibrium of the femur and the patella, and geometric constraints. This system of equations was solved by a non-linear least-squares method. Results are presented for a knee with an intact cranial cruciate ligament (CCL) and for a knee with a ruptured CCL. Forces predicted to occur in the CCL by analysis of the model were found to be very similar to reported results of CCL forces measured in vivo in goats.